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It is a fact that some perfumes or colognes smell better on others. The most common explanation is
that certain scents blend well with a personâ€™s body chemistry while others may not be a good match.
In the same manner, there are certain factors that affect the way a person looks when wearing
certain kinds of jewelry.

Ever notice that some jewelry looks better on some people while others donâ€™t look as smashing while
wearing the exact piece? Thatâ€™s probably because the type of jewelry matches one's skin tone.
Some jewelry experts in The Woodlands, Texas have suggested that certain kinds of jewelry suit
people with warm skin tones but not those with cool skin tones. Before purchasing jewelry, you have
to determine the type of skin tone you have so you would look radiant all the time with your
preferred piece.

Itâ€™s All About the Veins. The easiest way to determine the type of skin tone you have is to check your
veins. Check out an area of your body that has the most veins and take note of the color. Most
jewelry experts in The Woodlands state that if your veins are blue, then you have a cool skin tone; if
itâ€™s green, then you have a warm skin tone.

Jewelry for Warm Skin Tones. People with warm skin tones include Jessica Alba, Natalie Portman,
Nicole Kidman, Meg Ryan, Cameron Diaz, Kate Hudson, Gwyneth Paltrow, Jennifer Lopez, and
Lindsay Lohan. Some jewelers in the Woodlands TX recommend purchasing jewelry with a gold
finish. Some experts also recommend earth tones such as copper colored metals, orange, or
brownish green colors that really complement your skinâ€™s natural color. The same rule applies when
it comes to picking your wardrobe or makeup.

Jewelry for Cool Skin Tones. Some jewelers in The Woodlands might recommend lighter colored
jewelry such as white gold, silver, and platinum metals for people with cooler skin tones. In terms of
colors, many experts recommend going for purple, pink, blue, green, or magenta. Celebrities with
cool skin tones include Brooke Shields, Sandra Bullock, Kim Kardashian, Eva Longoria, Jennifer
Hudson, Liv Tyler, Jennifer Connelly, Shania Twain, and Courteney Cox.

Choosing jewelry that matches your skin tone ensures that you will look great all the time with your
chosen piece. If you are unsure with the type of skin tone you have, consult jewelers in The
Woodlands. For more information and tips regarding jewelry and determining skin tones, you can
check out ehow.com/how_2126120_determine-skin-tone.html, mineral-makeup-reviews.com/Cool-
or-Warm-Skin-Tone.html, livestrong.com/article/27506-list-skin-tones,
life123.com/beauty/style/personal-style/matching-colors-to-skin-tones.shtml,
lifescript.com/life/looks/skin/cool_it_baby_how_to_flaunt_a_cool_skin_tone.aspx,
seventeen.com/fun/quizzes/beauty/skin-tone-quiz, and examiner.com/fashion-trends-in-des-
moines/silver-or-gold-jewelry-what-metal-goes-best-with-your-skin-tone.
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